
Marport Trawl Display



Trawl door information is received using the proprietary 

Marport $PMPT sentence

$GGA Own ship position 

Received every second

$PMPT doors 1&2

Received every 4 seconds



Basic trawl doors display in TZ

Trawl door are displayed as small colored circles

Red for port door

Green for starboard door

• Trawl door real positions are computed each time a new $PMPT is received, using the last 

own ship position + distance & course provided by the $PMPT sentence

• Trawl door position is smoothed; So that there is no visual jump when new trawl positions 

are acquired



Geometric relationship between trawl door and ship displayed

To improve perception of door positioning, 

cables are displayed as thin grey lines.

As we are dealing with small distances (400m to 1000m), 

using accurate CCRP on the boat is important. 



Red/Green color for 

port/starboard are reused. 

Trails fade out over the time.

• Trawl door movements are highlighted by displaying their trails.

• Trails are using the 100 last door positions.

• Trails are automatically cut when there is a data gap 

(if the sensor becomes temporary unavailable).

Showing trawl door trail



Showing Trawl door COG/SOG vectors

• Trawl door’s COG/SOG vectors are computed from the 4 last received/computed 

door positions

• Same presentation as Ownship COG/SOG line is used

• For vector length, the existing Ownship option is also used



Tooltip

When clicking on a door, a tooltip appears displaying the following information: 

• Distance (selected door from own ship)

• Bearing (selected door from own ship)

• Depth (depth at which the door is)

• Distance to bottom (the Distance to Bottom uses the information provided in the $PMT sentence, but 

if it is missing TIMEZERO will compute it using the door depth and the information from the 3D 

database)

• Distance to the other door



3D Cube

Altitude of trawl door 

(vertical distance to the sea floor) is used, so that 3D display is possible



Marport display in action



Marport display in action

Trawler started to turn=> Trawl temporary turns 

in the opposite direction



Marport display in action

Then the trawl moves to port side



Marport Layers and Options
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Thanks to 30 years of working in marine

navigation, TIMEZERO boasts a proven powerful

technology that was developed with a unique

vision allowing for continuous innovation.

TIMEZERO’s cutting edge design was developed to

answer the needs of professional solution for all

the maritime industries. To ensure our continuing

relevance, we put the utmost importance on

collaborating with professionals leading in their

respective industries to put our software to the test

against the unique needs of each market.
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